WHAT I’VE LEARNED IN THE TEN YEARS SINCE BUILDING
MY GREENHOUSE
EDWARD LYSEK

M

Y GREENHOUSE is now ten years old. Stepping back, I realize I got a few things right
and a few things wrong with the design, construction, and equipment I’ve installed. Hopefully, my
experiences will help you with your greenhouse design
or perhaps give you a few ideas to apply to your growing area, whether it be a greenhouse, lath house, or
frost-free outdoor location.

so the whitewashed side panels on the west are hinged
at the top to permit them to be tilted open at the bottom, allowing a breeze to flow through the greenhouse
with no direct sun penetration. The two side panels on
the east and two panels on the north are also hinged
at the top to permit additional ventilation. This year,
I’ve operated the greenhouse with four of the six panels
continually propped open 12 inches with very good results. The panels remain open as long as nighttime temperatures stay above 50°F (10°C), which should mean
the first of June to the beginning of October for my area.
While this reduces temperatures and provides good air
circulation, it does create an issue with low humidity.

Location and Orientation
First and foremost, I had to consider a site for my
new greenhouse. I chose a location that catches the
early morning sun even in the winter so that it quickly
warms the greenhouse on chilly mornings. It also sits on
a slight elevation and catches cooling, afternoon breezes coming from the ocean eight miles away. My site is
at an elevation of 1,600 feet (490 meters) on the coastal
hills of California, midway between San Francisco and
Los Angeles. A clear path for sunlight to strike your
greenhouse is essential, so be careful to consider low
winter sun angles when evaluating the shading effect
of nearby trees and buildings.
I oriented the long axis of my greenhouse northeast to southwest. This orientation gives me a “sunny”
southern side for cattleyas and higher-light orchids and
a “shady” northern side for paphiopedilums and phalaenopsis. I’ve shaded the western end with 60% shade
cloth on the inside and whitewash on the outside to
protect the orchids from the intense heat and light of
the setting sun.
Another strong consideration on where to site my
greenhouse was access to utilities, in my case, well water, rainwater, and electricity. If you use natural gas, access to that should be a consideration as well.
Cooling afternoon coastal winds come from the west,

Size, Shape, and Height

Foundation
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The next thing I considered was the configuration
and size of the greenhouse. The best advice my contractor gave me before construction was to double the size.
Initially 320 square feet, he convinced me to move the
foundation stakes back for a whopping 640 square feet.
My exact words were, “but I’ll never need that much
room.” This was the best advice I ever received! The
greenhouse was filled in less than five years.
The configuration of the greenhouse is a central
room 32 feet long by 16 feet wide and 15 feet high
with smaller eight by eight feet rooms, 12 feet high on
each end. From a cost and space standpoint, it would
have been much less labor-intensive simply to build a
rectangle 48 feet by 16 feet, but since the greenhouse
is visible from my home, I opted for a more complex
and interesting roofline and footprint. The two smaller
rooms at each end tend to be cooler on the west side
(from prevailing westerly winds) and warmer on the
east side. The 16-foot width of the main room allows
for 30-inch benches on each of the long sides, a 40-inch

Framing
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wide central bench, and almost three feet wide aisles on
each side of the middle bench; the difference between
these dimensions and the 16 feet width is the thickness
of the poured concrete stem walls. The eight-foot-wide
end rooms do not have benches, and orchids are grown
on the floor, attached to the walls, and hung from the
rafters.
I chose to use double French doors at each end of the
greenhouse. This maximizes growing space in the main
room, and on the hottest days, I can open one or both
doors to catch coastal breezes blowing from west to east
and ventilate the entire greenhouse.
I have vents on the roofline as well as screened, lower vents. Since we can get to 100°F (38°C) with little or
no breeze for several weeks in the autumn, I chose a
relatively high roofline 15 feet tall, for the main room
of the greenhouse with a line of ridge vents along the
northern face of the apex of the roof. This allows hot
air to rise and exit the ridge and cooler air to enter
through lower vents on the walls. The total area of the
ridge vents is approximately 10% of the floor square
footage, a figure recommended by several greenhouse
construction books, and it seems to work in my situation. My only regret is not installing smaller ridge vents
on the two eight by eight end rooms. Circulation fans
and screened sliding windows above both sets of doors
help, but ridge vents would have kept temperatures
lower in these rooms.
With this configuration, the trade-off is I have a much
larger volume of air to humidify and must work extra
hard to keep my plants from excessively dry air. At the
hottest time of the year, the outside humidity can drop
to single digits. This requires me to consider methods
to raise the humidity as part of my overall greenhouse
design.

pieces as possible. The wood was still the most expensive cost of construction, other than labor. But ten years
later, the framing is in great condition except for some
rot at the base plate, which I will discuss later. For other
areas of the country, redwood, cypress, or other rotresistant wood may be appropriate. Aluminum or steel
framing is also an option, particularly if your choice is a
pre-manufactured greenhouse assembled on your site.
By using wood, I avoided having to consider thermal
breaks and methods to control condensation on metalframed greenhouses, the trade-off being my potential
for rot, termites, carpenter bees, and fire. Corner posts
are six-inch by six-inch timbers, other uprights are four
by four inches, and the rafters are two inches by eight
inches. The ridge beam is a 12 by four beam, 32 feet in
length.
My builder chose not to use blocking between the
rafters to maximize light, and I have not observed
any twisting or movement of the rafters. TimberLock
screws were used as the primary fastener.
My glazing is an eight mm twin-wall polycarbonate (sundancesupply.com) set on four-foot center
framing. The supplier of this glazing offers extensive
design, construction, and engineering information on
its website. Since these panels expand and contract as
temperatures change, it is essential to follow the supplier’s recommended installation methods. The panels
have an 82% light transmission and tend to diffuse sunlight to provide a bright, but less intense illumination
than clear glazing. Views from the sidewalls are soft
blurs since the panels diffuse the light, and objects farther than a few inches away become obscured. If your
greenhouse offers a view, or you need to see outside,
you should consider another type of glazing material
or glass for some of the side panels. The twin walls of
the polycarbonate provide an insulation R-factor of 1.7.
Had I built in a colder climate requiring consideration
for snow loading, I would have chosen a thicker 25 mm
panel with an R-value of 3.7 and 58% light transmission. Polycarbonate is very resistant to impacts, so hail
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For construction materials, I chose Western Red Cedar for the framing. This is a fairly expensive wood,
and we milled on-site as much of the dimensional trim

Glazing
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Concrete benches
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Ridge vents

Inside after the vertical supports were removed when construction
was completed.

damage is not an issue.
The foundation walls are made of concrete poured
in forms and reinforced with rebar. Concrete block
(cinder block) walls would have been equally suitable.
I had cement contractors on-site for construction of my
residence, so it made sense to pour the foundation walls
in a single step, rather than take time setting block. The
floor has below-grade drainage pipes under the benches overlaid with landscape fabric to keep them free
of sediment. A six-inch layer of gravel is topped with
cement pavers on the aisles of the main room and the
entire floors of the two eight-foot end rooms. The side
benches have exposed gravel under them.
One crucial design item I’m glad we incorporated
was adding vents in the foundation walls about 12 inches above ground level. These are pre-made, screened
vents from big-box building stores. They allow cool air
to enter the greenhouse at floor level and replace hot
air exiting from the ridge vents. I winterize these vents
with one-foot square panels of two-inch-thick polyurethane foam panels purchased as a four- by eight-foot
sheet, and I cut it to fit. A brick or wooden prop holds
the panels in place on the inside of the vent. These four
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vents are located at the four corners of the greenhouse
and face into and away from the prevailing winds, creating a slight air circulation pattern at floor level; it is
very simple and very effective. The winter insulation
panels are in place from about the first of December to
the beginning of February, and I remove them in the
morning on the occasional warm sunny winter day, replacing them in the early evening. As the ridge vents
automatically open on warm days, fresh air enters at
ground level, below the benches, creating a natural
chimney effect throughout the greenhouse and exits
as warmed air through the ridge vents. A cutout was
made in the concrete bench tops above each vent to permit the insulation panels to be vertically inserted over
the interior face of the vents, which facilitated the use of
the insulation panels.

Temperature Control and Thermal Mass
My next consideration was managing the temperature. A good way to monitor the temperatures is with
a small device that sends temperature (and humidity)
readings to your smartphone. The device I use is “Sensor Push” (SensorPush.com). I can look at hourly, daily,
monthly, and annual records with this device, and if
your greenhouse is Wi-Fi connected, you can check
readings remotely.
My location is great for grape growing—hot days
and cool to cold nights. While this duplicates some orchid growing requirements for Himalayan and equatorial mountain-growing orchids, the hottest and coldest
extremes are beyond what these orchids can tolerate.
My solution was to load as much “thermal mass” as
possible into the greenhouse. This entails the use of
dense materials that absorb heat during the day and
slowly radiate it back at night to moderate the extremes
of hot and cold on a daily and annual basis.
My choice for a low-cost thermal mass material, living in the Paso Robles, CA wine-growing region, was to
ask local wineries for their tasting room empty bottles
every Monday for three months. Weekend tastings from
three wineries provided me with 2,500 empty wine bottles and corks at no cost. These were filled with water,
re-corked, and stacked in a double row under the bench
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Wine bottles after ten years.
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concrete benches, and I frequently observe roots actively growing over and adhering to the concrete surface.
It does prevent some of my larger plants from being
taken to my local orchid meeting for “show and tell,”
but the orchids seem to like the surface contact. The
benches are supported by a frame of four-inch by fourinch pressure-treated pine. The concrete was formed in
place, and I used a pre-formed Styrofoam mold (used
for concrete countertops) to create a more artistic front
edge.
A design flaw I discovered is the level of the benchtops in relationship to the top of the foundation walls.
I made the top of the concrete benches the same height
as the top of the foundation walls, and this means every
time I water, I wet not only the benchtops but also the
sill plate, the horizontal wood framework that connects
my greenhouse foundation to the shell of the greenhouse. Had I been more thoughtful, I should have either lowered the bench height or raised the height of
the foundation walls to reduce the amount of water hitting the sill plate. Another solution would have been to
incorporate a splash guard at the back of the benchtop,
similar to a kitchen backsplash that protects kitchen
walls. This flaw undoubtedly will force me to replace

lining the north-facing wall. The low winter sun angle
coming through the southeast glazing hits these bottles,
and warms them, improving their efficiency for collecting and storing heat. Only the sheer effort of collecting,
filling, re-corking, and stacking 2,500 additional bottles
prevented me from duplicating this installation below
the south-facing benches. Now, ten years later, my orchids obscure the light pathway to the bottles, but they
still provide a substantial amount of thermal storage—
cooling in summer and warming in winter.
My second choice for thermal mass was to cast twoinch-thick benches of concrete. While most books I read
stressed the importance of wire or open slats to improve
airflow, I chose concrete to absorb and retain heat. I
have the added benefit of being able to wet the benches
and allow water to evaporate in summer, reducing temperatures but, more importantly, adding much-needed
humidity. Occasional scraping with a putty knife and
spraying with Physan (one to two teaspoons per gallon
of water) keeps surface algae in check. If you decide to
use concrete benches, remember to cast two-inch wide
holes (sections of PVC pipe set in the concrete forms
works well) every four feet or so to allow the passage of
electrical wires and hoses. My orchids seem to like the
Orchid Digest, Jan., Feb., Mar. 2020
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Filling and corking the wine bottles.

Plants on concrete benches.
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some of the sills in the future.
Another design option I failed to incorporate was
not imbedding a network of copper or plastic PEX pipe
into the benches. This would have allowed me to circulate warm water in winter and cool water in summer,
turning the concrete bench tops into large surface area
radiators or coolers. This idea occurred to me as our
concrete truck arrived at our construction site—great
idea, just a few days too late. Since our ground temperature a few feet below the surface is 58°F (14°C), pipes
buried in the greenhouse foundation could have served
as a heat sink for a circulating heat pump system. A
good idea for my next greenhouse! A solar water heater
is another idea worth considering as an alternative to
a fossil fuel-based heating system. If I lived in a colder
winter climate, a solar water heater would have definitely been incorporated into my design.
The net result of my thermal mass efforts is a greenhouse that experienced a low of 43.2°F (6.2°C) last winter when outside temperatures briefly dipped into the
high 20s. I must admit, on the coldest evenings, I now
use a supplemental oil-filled electric heater placed under the concrete center bench. The rising heat warms
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The inside of the greenhouse with the fans.

Greenhouse 10 years later.

the entire surface of the bench, radiating uniform heat
throughout the greenhouse. The heater is only occasionally used on nights when I know outside temperatures
will fall into the 20s. A thermostat would eliminate my
need to operate this heater manually. Even without the
electric supplemental heat, the greenhouse never fell
below 38°F (3°C) even when we experienced our coldest night of 18°F (-8°C) during the past ten years. We
even experienced a once in 25-year ¼-inch snowfall,
and the greenhouse performed as hoped, keeping my
orchids well protected.
With the supplemental electric heater, I have been
able to keep and re-bloom phalaenopsis for the last two
years. Without the supplemental heater, the nighttime,
winter low temperatures were just a few degrees too
cold for phalaenopsis to survive, so I know I’m right on
the edge of what these orchids can tolerate. Masdevallias, on the other hand, have clearly indicated they cannot tolerate my occasional exposures to 100°F (38°C) in
the summer.
I’ve noticed with my current system that water damage has occurred when cold water from my outdoor
rain tanks is applied to sensitive leaves of cattleyas,
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particularly Guarianthe bowringiana and its hybrids. After
reading Steve Gonzales’s article about using heated water
for watering orchids in winter (American Orchid Society
Vol. 88 No. 6 June 2019 pp 412-413), I’ve decided to try
using a submersible fish tank heater and a 55-gallon poly
drum connected to my rainwater supply as a supplemental heat source. With the addition of a pump, I should be
able to use heated water from the drum to apply to my
orchids on cold winter mornings. In his YouTube video on
how to water vandas, Dr. Martin Motes makes particular
note of the benefit of watering vandas with warm water on
cold, winter mornings.

Greenhouse with orchids in full bloom.

Light and Shading
Along with thermal mass, shading is necessary to manage summer temperatures and provide
proper growing conditions. I’ve found a number of
light meter applications available for smartphones
to monitor the light levels in a greenhouse. Simply
download the app of your choice and start taking
measurements.
I chose a 40% metalized fabric shade cloth available from one of the internet greenhouse suppliers.
Where light levels were above the desired 2,500 to
3,000 foot-candles after installing the shade cloth, I
added whitewash to the exterior of the polycarbonate panels. A 10:1 dilution of water to white ceiling
paint has held up well for the last three years and
has given me reasonable control of light levels. This
was applied in less than 30 minutes using a paint
roller and extension pole from a position standing on the ground. I have been surprised to see
that even with our 30 to 45 inches of winter rains,
the whitewash has remained effective, so be forewarned, if you apply whitewash to polycarbonate
glazing you need to consider how much light you
will need in winter before applying a dense summer coating. All the books I’ve read state whitewash on glass glazed greenhouses tends to wash
off during winter rains and needs to be reapplied
each spring. Not so with my polycarbonate panels,
at least in my environment.
I’m considering removing the interior shade
cloth on the northern sloping roof panels since
my natural shading has finally grown to take over
this responsibility. A word of advice—install your
shade cloth before you start hanging plants from
the rafters. It is much easier when you have clear
access to the roof rafters. And if your location or
wind conditions permit, installing metalized shade
fabric on the outside of your greenhouse, preferably held a few inches above the glazing, will significantly reduce summer temperatures. Strong winds
at my location prevent me from using this option.

Roof washers drawing.
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Greenhouse 10 years later.

The natural shade control is two Ficus “green
gem” trees, growing in three by three-foot tufa* planters. These trees reached 15 feet in height a few years
ago and are on each end of my greenhouse. They are
trimmed each fall to maintain desired light levels on the
sunny and shady sides of the greenhouse. They have
the added advantage of offering limbs to hang shadetolerant orchids, bromeliads, streptocarpus, and tillandsias, and transpiration from their leaves helps add
humidity to the air. They also add a tropical jungle feel
to the greenhouse.

A Reliable Electrical Supply - Not a
Guarantee Any Longer
A word about ventilation, temperature control, and
electricity: I am located in a high fire-danger area, and
my electric supplier can shut my power off for several
days during “high-fire danger” conditions. These are
*Tufa - add 1 part each by volume of Portland cement -not concrete, moistened peat moss and perlite (or vermiculite). Add a pinch of polyester fiber
(available online as a cement reinforcement) mix well, add water to form an
oatmeal-like consistency, and pour or press into a form. When cured, use a
wire brush to abrade the surface to create a natural volcanic stone appearance. Use concrete stain or leave natural. For large containers, embed wire
mesh in the wet mixture as a reinforcement. I’ve found calcium/limestone
loving orchids seem to benefit from being grown in cement-based containers
made from tufa. It is best to soak, acid treat, or weatherize most tufa prior to
use to leach out excessive amounts of alkaline materials.
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precisely the conditions when I need cooling and air
circulation the most: on hot, dry days. My potential
reliance on electrically operated fans, water curtains,
swamp coolers, and the like is a serious problem.
I chose to use solar activated pistons (Bayliss MK7)
from charleysgreenhouse.com on my ridge vents, which
I adjusted to open at 70°F (21°C). They are spring-loaded to prevent winds from opening the vents on cold,
windy days. At the time of my construction ten years
ago, a single-piston was not strong enough to lift my
ridge vents (hinged skylights fabricated from metal at a
local sheet metal shop and glazed with polycarbonate).
I placed two openers, one at each end of the eight-footlong vent, and they have worked very well. My ridge
vents consist of four venting skylights, each eight feet
long and two feet wide. This gives me 64 square feet of
vent surface, 10% of my 640 square feet of floor space,
a figure recommended in the greenhouse design books.
Although the solar pistons only tilt the roof vents open
six to twelve inches at their bottom edges, there seems
to be enough natural convection to work quite well.
About every five years, one of the pistons fails, and
I have to remove hanging orchids, peek through shade
cloth, push back Ficus branches, raise an extension ladder, and replace a piston. Both the openers and replacement pistons are available from several online greenhouse suppliers, and newer higher lift capacity openers
are now available that might permit a single centerOrchid Digest, Jan., Feb., Mar. 2020

mounted opener. The only drawback I’ve encountered
is my design prevents covering the ridge vent opening
with screens. This allowed rodents access one summer
before I trimmed back vegetation on the exterior of the
greenhouse. Now our Rhodesian Ridgeback (dog for
those unfamiliar with this breed) can keep an eye on
things, and rodents are no longer a problem. Perhaps
you will be better at designing screening for ridge vents
that permit the use of piston openers. Only a single
carpenter bee has made it into the greenhouse to bore
a hole in one beam, sawdust on an orchid alerting me
to the problem. The remedy was a suitably sized cork.
Problem solved. I also keep a few live mouse trap boxes
that allow entry but not exit at the corners of the greenhouse. I used to use peanut butter baited snap traps,
but our dogs sniffed out the traps on their occasional
greenhouse visits, so I decided on the live trap alternative. Now and then, an errant mouse finds its way into a
trap and is relocated elsewhere on my property.
Getting back to my unreliable electricity supply,
even on a hot day without electricity, the convection
currents created by a high ridge vent and the vents on
the foundation sidewall and adequate shading keep
my maximum temperature about 100°F (38°C), a critical level for most of my orchids. Looking at my SensorPush data, I see the highest temperature recorded
this summer was a very brief reading of 102.4°F (39°C)
which quickly dropped to 86°F (30°C) when my mist
system activated.
The next consideration, and one of my most recent
introductions, is the use of two small 25-watt solar panels and two DC oscillating fans. The solar panels are located on the exterior of the greenhouse, pointing south,
and the fans are located in “dead spots” where my two
conventional Schaefer circulation fans fail to create adequate air circulation. The solar panels are available
from several suppliers on Amazon.com, and the oscillating fans were purchased from an auto supply store
(their primary use is to plug into cigarette lighters in
RVs). I wired a voltage regulator (also from Amazon.
com) between the solar panel and fan to prevent overpowering the fan in full sunlight. Each solar panel and
voltage regulator is wired to a single fan, giving me
two independent DC fans. Now, when the sun shines,
these fans come to life. Even when the power goes out,
these fans continue to work. One word of caution, I accidentally watered one of the fans after installation and
found they do not take kindly to being wet. Pick a dry
location for installation, and be careful with your hose.

Water
Next on my list of critical greenhouse items is water
for humidity, temperature control, and plant hydration. Having moved from the Los Angeles area with
mineral-laden water provided by the city, I looked
forward to the ability to use rainwater for my orchids
at my new rural location. As mentioned previously, I
had the advantage of building my greenhouse at the
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same time my residence was being constructed. My
building site is hilly, making construction a challenge,
but providing some interesting opportunities to collect
rainwater with a gravity fed system. The roof gutters on
my house are covered in screens to keep out leaves and
assorted critters. The downpipes collect rainwater and
carry it in two four-inch PVC pipes to two 5,000-gallon
poly water tanks dedicated for greenhouse use and located 15 feet below the level of my house. This gravityfed system passively collects water every time it rains.
It would have been just as efficient to collect rainwater
from the greenhouse roof, but in my case, this water is
destined for use in a soon-to-be-built water lily pond.
My greenhouse uses 6,000 gallons of rainwater each
year for misting, plant watering, and fertilizing. The
10,000-gallon supply gives me a reasonable margin of
safety from running out of water mid-summer. Considering our Mediterranean climate, we receive 30 inches of rain from November to March with no summer
rain, and I only require five inches to fill both tanks.
Always keeping the outflow valve closed on one tank
also prevents an accidental catastrophic loss of water
during the dry summer months. My part-time neighbor learned the hard way that a single gopher chewing
through an irrigation pipe could quickly deplete 35,000
gallons of rainwater stored in interconnected tanks.
To prevent sediment from contaminating the stored
water, I use what are called “roof washers.” These are
“dog leg” pipes that require 20 to 30 gallons of water
to fill before the path of the water can continue to the
storage tank. (See diagram for specific details). These
roof washers terminate in a removable end-cap that
is opened and cleaned before the onset of our winter
rains. Invariably each year, a hapless rodent or lizard
emerges, sometimes dazed, sometimes mummified, in
spite of my best screening efforts. A small 1/8-inch hole
located one foot above the drain plug and fitted with
a drip system emitter allows the accumulated water
slowly to drain between rainstorms. This means that
every time it rains, the roof washer collects the first 20
to 30 gallons of water and debris from my roof before
any rainwater enters the tank. After ten years of having this system in operation, I have only a thin layer
of fine sediment at the bottom of my tanks. It is also
a good idea to keep the drain plugs open for the first
annual rain to make absolutely certain all roof debris is
diverted from entering the storage tank.
Both tanks are connected with two-inch PVC pipe
to a small irrigation pump to get the rainwater from
the tanks to my greenhouse. It provides 35 psi of water
pressure that is adequate to pump water 100 feet by distance and 25 feet by height to my greenhouse through a
buried, two-inch PVC pipe.
By using rainwater as my primary water source, I
can use an overhead misting system to humidify and
cool without salt build-up or water spotting on the orchid leaves. I use off-the-shelf drip irrigation tubing
and misting nozzles. The system consists of a plug-in
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electric misting controller (ART-DNe misting controller
from Amazon.com) connected to a solenoid valve (standard at most big box stores for irrigation systems) and a
cartridge water filter to remove any particles that might
clog the misting nozzles. At the farthest point on the
misting system, I added a vertical section of drip tubing with a clamp. When I start the system every spring,
I open the clamp and let a few gallons of water flow
through the system to remove any accumulated debris.
I also change the cartridge filter each spring. I had an
algae problem in the filter cartridge before I painted
the outside opaque black. This was the only portion of
the system where light was available, and apparently,
there were enough nutrients in my rainwater to permit
algal growth. During the dry, warm summer months, I
run the mister set for daylight hours, to mist for 60 seconds every two hours. I continue to fine-tune the misting nozzle layout and misting schedule to achieve more
consistent humidity levels through-out the greenhouse.
If you collect rainwater but do not have enough for
a full growing season or enough to last until the next
rainfall, when you are at half capacity, fill your storage with your local well or municipal water. The 50%
rainwater in your storage system will dilute the salts
and solids of the well or municipal water, and you will
extend your orchid growing water supply with water
that has half the mineral content you would otherwise
be forced to use.
If you are unable to collect rainwater, you can modify this type of system to mist under benches and the
floor or ground of your growing area. Avoid misting
leaf surfaces, so excessive salt deposits do not develop.
I have a dual water supply in my greenhouse and can
use our high-mineral well water to keep my concrete
block walkways wet on particularly hot and dry days,
conserving my rainwater for misting and hand watering from strategically placed hose bibs located at the
interior four corners of the greenhouse’s main room. It
is essential to locate all water lines below the flooring
material and through perimeter walls during construction of the foundation. Adding a few empty PVC pipes
to accommodate future needs is never a bad idea.

Fertilizer

little oyster shell that I obtain from a local pet and feed
store, sold as a nutritional supplement for parrots and
parakeets.
If you decide to use an automatic dosing system,
I strongly recommend reading references on Ray
Barkalow’s First Rays website www.firstrays.com. The
math used to calculate fertilizer concentrations and dilution rates can be daunting, and Ray does an excellent
job of simplifying the calculations. For orchid species
like catasetums that pack all their growth into the summer months, I add a time-release fertilizer top dressing
to boost growth. I’ve used both Nutricote and Osmocote with good results.
The bottom line to all of this planning and construction is I created a greenhouse environment that is less
sensitive to occasional power outages and has passive
solar heating and cooling design elements. I created a
rainwater collection system to water my plants and to
provide humidity and temperature control. I continue
to evaluate new approaches to controlling the climate
of my greenhouse, and one day hope to find a way to
grow those elusive masdevallias. In any event, I am
pleasantly surprised at the wide range of orchids I’ve
been able to grow and re-bloom in my greenhouse.^
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The last item on my list concerns fertilizer. I use an
automatic dosing system that injects a low amount of
fertilizer every time I water (Mini-Dos 12-1% Model
112608 from hydrosystemco.com). This has resulted in
strong growth and better flowering and saved me two
hours per week of hand mixing and spraying fertilizer.
Since I water with rainwater, calcium, and magnesium
deficiencies are always a concern. In addition to using the Michigan formula for rain and reverse osmosis
water, I find it necessary to supplement with an occasional dose of CalMag fertilizer (Epsom salts would
also work). This eliminated yellowing and reddening of
leaf tips on certain of my renanthera and epidendrum
plants. For calcium-loving paphiopedilums, I add a
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